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Abstract  
 
Ji, Zhonghang. M.S.Egr. Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State 
University, 2015. Strain-induced energy band-gap opening of silicene. 
 
Inspired by the success of graphene, various two dimensional (2D) structures on 
different substrates have been proposed. Among others, an allotropic form of silicon, 
coined “silicene” was shown to exhibit similar properties with graphene of a zero 
band gap and a Dirac cone shape at the K point in the Brillouin zone. Similar to its 
counterpart graphene, one of the main obstacles to applying silicene in modern 
electronics is the lack of an energy band gap. In this work, a systematic study was 
presented on the structural and electronic properties of single and bi-layered silicon 
films under various in-plane biaxial strains. The modeling was performed using 
density functional theory. The atomic structure of the 2D silicon films was optimized 
and verified by using both the local-density approximations and generalized gradient 
approximations. Energy band diagram, electron transmission efficiency, and the 
charge transport property were calculated. It turns out that single free-standing 2D 
silicon film, i.e. silicene, does not present any energy band gap opening under biaxial 
tensile/compressive in-plane strain/stress, while bi-layered silicon film exhibits an 
energy band gap as the applied in-plane tensile strain reaches above 10.7%. In 
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addition, the energy band gap of the bi-layered silicon film shows a linear dependency 
on the applied in-plane strain and reaches a maximum of about 168.0 meV as the 
in-plane tensile strain reaches ~ 14.3%. Single and bi-layered silicon films grown on 
various common semiconductor substrates have been modeled. By choosing the 
proper substrate, an energy band gap can be opened for the bi-layered silicon film. 
This will provide an opportunity for applying 2D silicon structure in the mainstream 
IC industry. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background of research  
It is well-known the semiconductor industry has been playing a significant role in our 
daily life. The rapid development is attracting more and more researchers to devote 
themselves to this field. Presently, the integrated circuits (ICs) occupy the majority of 
the semiconductor market. They are widely used in virtually all electronics today and 
are becoming indispensable components to our life, such as cell phones, computers, 
and other digital applications due to the low cost and the high performance.  
Nowadays, silicon is the most popular material used in the ICs for decades. In order to 
increase the processing speed and optimize the performance, up to trillions of 
transistors are integrated on a single chip. This means the size of the transistors is 
dramatically reduced. However, as silicon is reaching its physical limitation, the short 
channel effect becomes formidable. Up to date, several approaches are under 
investigations, and some of them have already been applied in industry. For example, 
high-k materials have been used to replace the silicon-dioxide gate oxide layer used to 
increase gate capacitance and to allow continued transistor scaling down. Another one 
is silicon on insulator (SOI) technology which was announced by IBM in August 
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1988. This technology can reduce the short channel effect by reducing parasitic device 
capacitance. 
The appearance of graphene attracted more researchers’ attention. Due to its high 
electron mobility and the single atomic layer feature, graphene can be potentially used 
as the channel layer in the field-effect transistor to further increase the speed. 
Graphene based transistor has been demonstrated with record cutoff frequency up to 
300GHz [1]. The major bottleneck preventing graphene from the mainstream 
semiconductor industry is the lack of an energy band gap. There are tremendous 
efforts to develop graphene with energy band gap including doping, nanoribbon 
[2], … However, there is no reliable method to induce an energy band gap into 
graphene. Therefore, attempts to look for other two dimensional (2D) materials have 
been taken into account. Among all the other 2D materials, such as MoS2, 
germancene, Borophene, and Phosphorene, silicene shows the most promising 
characteristic because it is fully compatible with the silicon technology. Similar to its 
counterpart graphene, silicene also suffers from the lack of an energy band gap. An 
important research project is to develop the technology required to induce an energy 
band gap into silicene.  
1.2 Review of Graphene 
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Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice which 
shown in Figure 1.1. Technically, graphene is a crystalline allotrope of carbon with 
two-dimensional materials’ properties. The carbon atoms form sp2 bonds which look 
like chicken wire the so-called hexagonal structure. At first, graphene was used to 
describe a single sheet of graphite as a constituent of graphite intercalation 
compounds (GICs) in 1987[3]. Actually, starting from the 1970s, single layer 
graphene was obtained by growing epitaxially on specified substrates. Nevertheless, 
the thickness could not be thinner than 50 layers until 2004. In 2004, Andre Geim and 
Kostya Novoselov at the University of Manchester, extracted single-atom-thick 
crystallites from bulk graphite, for which they were awarded with Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 2010 [4]. The way they got the graphene was to peel off a few layers from 
graphite until only one layer remained. Although graphene can be obtained by using 
other methods like epitaxy, chemical vapor deposition, and supersonic spray, 
mechanical exfoliation is still the most effective method to obtain high performance 
graphene. 
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Figure 1.1 Atomic structure of graphene arranged in a honeycomb lattice. 
Graphene shows the hexagonal structure, the distance between the nearest 2 carbon 
atoms is 0.14nm. Extensive studies of the structural properties of graphene have been 
carried out using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 1.2).  
 
Figure 1.2 STM (a) and AFM (b) - microscopic images of graphene [5]. 
Graphene exhibits excellent electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties [6], at 
room temperature, the record-high electron mobility is reported beyond 100,000 
cm2*V-1*S-1[7]. The thermal conductivity reaches up to 2500 W·m−1·K−1 [8]. The 
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mechanical strength of graphene was reported to be the strongest [9]. The Dirac cone 
shaped energy band diagram (Fig. 1.3) allows applications of graphene into high 
speed electronics and optoelectronics.  
 
Figure 1.3 Electronic dispersion of graphene and zoom in the dispersion [10].  
Although the properties of graphene are excellent and a number of graphene-related 
devices have been demonstrated, building graphene based FETs is still presenting a 
big challenge. The lack of a band gap makes the graphene based transistor difficult to 
be switched off. Therefore, people started looking for other graphene-like materials 
which can be used in modern electronics.  
 
1.3 Review of Silicene 
Silicene, a graphene-like 2-dimentional silicon, has a honeycomb lattice. In 1994, first 
principels total energy calculation was employed to investigate the silicon-based 
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nanosheets[11]. Then in 2007, silicene was studied using a tight-binding Hamiltonian 
by [12]. The hexagonal structure of silicene is showed in Figure 1.4. Unlike graphene, 
the basal plane of the silicene is not flat because the electrons of silicon atoms try to 
form the tetrahedral sp3 hybridization and the buckle structure seems to be more 
stable than the flat one [13].  
 
 
Figure 1.4 Hexagonal structure of silicene [14].  
Compared to graphene, silicene is difficult to be obtained experimentally. Mechanical 
exfoliation of silicene from bulk silicon is impossible due to the covalent Si-Si bonds 
[15]. The first reported observation of silicene was obtained in 2010 by using 
scanning tunneling microscope [16]. In their studies, silicene film was deposited using 
atomic resolution and silver was used as the substrate. This result (Fig. 1.5) shows the 
honeycomb arrangement of silicene, though the result is being disputed. In 2012, 
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several groups independently reported ordered phases on the Ag (111) surface [17]. 
 
Figure 1.5 Honeycomb arrangement of Silicene [16] 
 
Silicene shows different electrical properties from graphene. For instance, by applying 
an external voltage, the tunable band gap in silicene can be obtained (Fig. 1.6) [18]. 
Also, to third order in the wave vector, silicene exhibits anisotropy in the band 
structure while it occurs at the quadratic order for graphene [19]. Potential 
applications of silicene were found in electronic, thermoelectric, photovoltaic, 
optoelectronic, and spintronic devices [20]. In this thesis, research is mainly focused 
on applying silicene in electronic devices. Compared to graphene, silicene is friendlier 
with the existing silicon technology.  
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Figure 1.6 band gap of silicene and germanene obtained by applying different vertical 
electric field. Dot lines denote TB mode land solid lines denote DFT model. 
 
 
1.4 Band gap-opening in 2D materials 
The properties of 2D materials have been attracting more and more attention since 
graphene was discovered in 2004. However, the lack of a band gap is still the biggest 
challenge. To circumvent it, more effort was paid to find a band gap in other types of 
2D materials. Some studies have reported that MoS2 have a large intrinsic band gap of 
1.8 eV. However, the mobility of the single layers is 0.5-3cm2V-1s-1 and is too low for 
practical devices [21]. In 2011, another group demonstrated a single-layer MoS2 
whose mobility can reach 200cm2V-1s-1 at room temperature by using a hafnium oxide 
gate dielectric [22]. Even though MoS2 has a band gap, its low mobility prevents it 
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from transistor applications. For this reason, numerous theoretical attempts for 
silicene including chemical functionalization, formation of nanoribbons, applying 
external electrical field, and intentional generation of lattice imperfection have been 
tried to open the energy band gap while preserving the integrity of the silicene’s 
honeycomb atomic structure [23-38]. Integration of chemically functionalized silicene 
into the standard silicon processing imposes a formidable challenge since many 
processes are carried out at high temperature like the formation of gate oxide and 
exposed in various chemicals (e.g. plasma etching). Energy band gap opened in 
silicene nanoribbons strongly depends on the width of the nanoribbons. Any tiny 
variation of the width caused by the processing tolerance will lead to significant 
change of the energy band gap and consequently the device performance. Applying 
external electrical field to open the band gap indicates more energy consumption, 
while inducing defects in silicene will significantly deteriorate the device performance 
and reduce its life time. Experimentally, silicene has been demonstrated on a variety 
of metallic substrates, such as silver (Ag) [27-33](9-15), zirconium diboride 
(ZrB2)[34](16), gold (Au)[39](zy31), and iridium (Ir)[35](17). However, the 
preferred substrates for integrated FET devices are group IV, III-V, and II-VI 
semiconductor substrates.  
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1.5 Strain in 3D bulk semiconductor materials  
Deformation in general consists of elastic, plastic and viscous deformation. Strain 
engineering has been applied to modify the energy band diagram of semiconductor 
materials since 1951 by Hall. [40]. In 1954, Smith studied the effect of strain on the 
conductivity of Si [41]. To avoid defects generation, the level of strain is constrained 
in the elastic range. In his work, the resistivity of silicon changed dramatically by 
applying a uniaxial tensile strain, which is due to the change of the energy band 
diagram. Basically, the induced strain breaks the symmetry of the original structure 
and leads to a shift in the energy levels of conduction and valence bands. This 
principle was first time applied to build an n-type metal-oxide-field-effect-transistor 
(nMOSFET) by J. Welser and J. Hoyt [42]. The results show a 70% higher effective 
mobility than those with unstrained Si. The p-channel MOSFETs work which is 
related to mobility enhancement by biaxial stress was demonstrated by Oberhuber and 
Fischetti, in their work, both compressive and tensile strain are found to enhance the 
mobility, while confinement effects result in a reduced hole mobility for a Si thickness 
ranging from 30 to 3 nm [43].  
1.6 Scope of current research 
In this work, a systematic study is presented on the structural and electronic properties 
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of single and bi-layered silicon films under various in-plane biaxial strains. The 
modeling was performed using density functional theory. The atomic structure of the 
2D silicon films was optimized and verified by taking into account both the 
local-density approximations (LDA) and generalized gradient approximations (GGA). 
Energy band diagram, electron transmission efficiency, and the charge transport 
property were calculated. By inducing the proper strain, an energy band gap in a 
bi-layered silicon film can be opened. This will provide an opportunity to apply 2D 
silicon structures in the mainstream IC industry. 
Chapter 1: Introduction of properties of graphene and silicene, and strain induced on 
3D semiconductor materials. 
Chapter 2: Introduction on calculation method DFT and software ATK, and 
verification on graphene. 
Chapter 3: Energy band diagrams of strained single and bi-layered silicon layer. 
Chapter 4: The Selection of substrate and the analysis of experimental results. 
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Chapter 2 DFT model of 2D material 
  
Density functional theory (DFT) is a computational quantum mechanical atomistic 
modeling method. It has been widely used in modeling of the electronic structure 
focusing on atoms, molecules, and the condensed phases. Local-density 
approximations (LDA) and generalized gradient approximations (GGA) are the two 
main approximations by taking approximations to the exchange-correlation potential 
and taking approximation of the local gradient of the density, respectively.  In 
present work, both LDA and GGA are employed to calculate the energy band 
structure, transmission spectrum, I-V curve, and density of state.  
The DFT calculations were performed using Atomistix Tool-Kit (ATK) provided by 
QuantumWise, which is a multi-purpose atomic-scale modeling platform. ATK allows 
atomic-scale computations on electronic structure, energy band diagram, and charge 
transport. Over 300 LDA/GGA exchange-correlation approximations are included. In 
addition, van der Waals force has been included in the computation model (DFT D2).  
To verify the validity of the ATK-DFT model, graphene has been chosen as an 
example. During the calculation, both the local density approximation (LDA) and the 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) are employed to optimize the atomic 
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structure based on the DFT theory. The LDA gives a slightly smaller lattice constant 
then GGA due to the different approximation. Both results perfectly match to other 
reported work [4][10]. In our work, all calculations are computed by using GGA, 
which is more accurate than LDA in most cases. In order to minimize the impact from 
the adjacent carbon layers in a supercell calculation, the lattice constant along the out 
of plane i.e. z-axis was set to 20 Å, which can reduce the effect of interlayer coupling. 
A 21×21×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid k-point mesh has been used along the x-, y-, and z- 
axis for the Brillouin zone sampling. Usually, during the calculation, the more points 
employed, the more accurate results will get, and also the longer time will be taken. In 
addition, the force tolerance, density mesh cut-off and electron temperature were set 
at the value of 0.001 eV/Å, 75 Hartree and 300K, respectively. The force tolerance is 
used to find the minimum energy point during the simulation. Since the force 
tolerance is the derivative of energy to distance, lowering the force tolerance will get 
more stable structure. The mesh cut-off is an energy which corresponds to the fineness 
of the real-space grid on which the Poisson equation is solved. Usually, the higher 
value of the mesh cut-off set, the better real-space grid and accuracy will get. For the 
electron temperature, actually, the temperature will have effect on calculating 
transmission spectrum. If the temperature increases, the range of occupied states will 
be broadened. Then the system will generate hot electrons that can easily cross a 
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potential barrier which is called thermionic emission. As a result, the electron 
temperature usually is set to 300K. Periodic boundary condition has been employed 
for unit cells 1×1, 2×2, and 3×3 (show in Figure 2.1). 
 
      
          A                    B                       C 
Figure 2.1 Atomic structure of 1×1 (A), 2×2(B), and 3×3(C) of graphene. 
After optimization, the atomic structure shows 0 Å buckling height and hexagonal 
structure shown in Figure 2.2. The band diagram is showing in Figure 2.3. The bond 
length equals to 1.42 Å and the lattice constant is 2.4612 Å. In addition, perturbation 
is added to verify the structure’s stability.  
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Figure 2.2 Optimized graphene side view (left) and top view(right) of duplicated 9×9 
structure 
The excellent agreement between our simulations and published results validates the 
atomic model of graphene (Rignanese & Charlier). The transport properties were 
calculated by solving the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) with 
norm-conserving pseudo-potentials. The Dirac cone is clearly observed at the K-point. 
There is no band gap. Due to this reason, the transmission efficiency at Fermi energy 
level equals to zero which shows in Figure 2.4. I-V curve shows in Figure 2.5.   
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Figure 2.3 Band diagram of graphene. Dirac cone shows at K point. 
 
Figure 2.4 Transmission spectrum of graphene. At Fermi energy level, the 
transmission efficiency is aero. 
18 
 
 
Figure 2.5 I-V curve of graphene. The current is continually decreases from -1V to 1V 
due to the gaplessness of graphene. 
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Chapter 3  Energy band diagrams of strained single and 
bi-layered silicon layer 
 
3.1 Introduction  
Even though graphene has extremely charming properties and can be applied in 
different kinds of fields, however, the gapless problem is still the biggest challenge to 
be applied on FET in electronic field. Silicene also has very promising properties. Up 
to now, numerous experiments have been already performed based on silicene and its 
derivatives as mentioned in chapter 1 and chapter 2. Since silicene has an advantage 
that it can be compatible perfectly with current Si technique compared with graphene, 
trying to find a band gap based on silicene and its derivatives is significantly 
important. 
 
3.2 Single silicon layer 
Strain engineering has been widely applied in Si technology to enhance the high 
frequency performance such as current drive and cut-off frequency [44]. It can be 
instrumental in improving electron and hole mobility by inducing either compressed 
or tensile strain/stress. However, few works addressed the impacts of strain/stress on 
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the energy band diagram of 2-D materials. It is anticipated that the energy band 
diagram can be significantly modified [45] due to silicene’s single atomic layer 
feature. It has been reported that the properties of silicene showed considerable 
change with strain above 7% [6]. Nevertheless, these structures do not exhibit any 
band gaps, limiting their applications in the mainstream semiconductor industry. In 
this work, I performed DFT calculations to explore the feasibility of band gap opening 
in freestanding relaxed and strained single and bi-layered silicon film. 
 
3.2.1 Free standing single silicon layer 
Computation of free standing single silicon layer based on DFT theory, i.e. silicene, 
has been performed to verify the model and the results are compared with the 
numbers in the published work. The atomic structure has been optimized using GGA. 
In order to minimize the impact from the adjacent silicon layers, the lattice constant 
along the out of plane i.e. z-axis was set to 25 Å, which means there is at least 10 Å 
vacuum between two layers in the z direction. A 21×21×1 Monkhorst-Pack grid 
k-point mesh has been used along the x-, y-, and z- axis for the Brillouin zone 
sampling. In all the calculations, the force and stress tolerance, density mesh cut-off 
and electron temperature were set at the value of 0.0001 eV/Å, 75 Hartree and 300K, 
respectively. Also the non-polarized correlation was added to the calculation. The 
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Si-Si bond length is 2.342 Å. Periodic boundary condition has been employed for unit 
cells 1×1, 2×2, and 3×3 to optimize the atomic structure. The excellent agreement 
between our simulations and the published results validates the atomic model of 
single layer silicon. The transport properties were calculated by using FFT in solving 
the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) with norm-conserving 
pseudo-potentials. 
Figure 3.1 shows the optimized atomic structure of a single free standing silicon layer. 
Similar as reported in [12][46], single layer silicon forms a 2-D honeycomb structure 
(silicene) with an in-plane lattice constant 3.866 Å and a buckling height of 0.5099 Å 
using GGA approximation. The atomic structure has been verified by choosing 
various unit cells 1×1, 2×2, and 3×3, and the results show excellent agreement. LDA 
approximation and molecular dynamic simulations have been carried out for further 
verification of the structure, the lattice constant is little smaller than the one obtained 
from GGA, and the buckling distance is 0.51 Å which has 0.0001 difference with 
GGA’s result, and all the results show good agreement with reported work. Based on 
the model used, a large variation of lattice constant of silicene exists in the literature 
[47][48], ranging from 3.83 Å to 3.88 Å. A range of buckling height (0.42 Å to 0.53 Å) 
have been reported by a number of groups [49][50]. Both the lattice constant and the 
buckle height obtained in our work are in good agreement with the published results, 
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verifying the validity of our model. The calculated band diagram of silicene is shown 
in figure 3.2. Similar to the work of Guzman-Verri and Lew Yan Voon, silicene shows 
a Dirac-cone shape near the K-point with zero band gap. The transmission spectrum 
and the I-V curves are shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. the numerical errors in our 
simulations lead to the tiny kink on the I-V curve near zero voltage.  
                  
         α                     β                         γ 
Figure 3.1 α) Side view of silicene. β) Top view of 1 by 1 silicene. γ) Top view of 3 by 
3 silicene, 
D=0.51 
Å 
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Figure 3.2 Band diagram of silicene. Dirac point is in line with the Fermi energy 
level. 
 
Figure 3.3 Transmission spectrum of silicene. 
ɛF 
ɛF 
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Figure 3.4 The I-V curve of silicene. 
3.2.2 Biaxial strained single silicon layer 
The atomic structure of a single layer silicon under either tensile or compressive strain 
has been computed and optimized using DFT with the same setting parameters as 
those for the free standing silicon layer. The electrical transport properties including 
energy band diagram and transmission spectrum have been calculated and compared 
to the various induced strain. The initial values of Si-Si bond length and the relative 
positions of the two silicon atoms are chosen as the same as the free standing silicon 
layer. The strain is induced by modifying the lattice constant, i.e. tensile strain from 
3.866 Å up to 4.366 Å (about 12.9%), and compressive strain from 3.866 Å down to 
3.566 Å (about 7.8%). The strain is applied in the 2-D lattice plane.  
The results of the buckling height of the silicene versus induced strain is plotted in 
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figure 3.5 and listed in table 1. In general, the buckling height monotonically 
decreases by enlarging the lattice constant of silicene, but showing different 
characteristics in tensile- and compressive- strain regions. Increasing of lattice 
constant in the compressive strain region, i.e. reducing the compressive strain, leads to 
a linear decrease of the buckling height. The buckling height reaches the maximum 
value 0.796 Å when the lattice constant equals to 3.566 Å, showing a ~56.1% increase 
compare to the free-strain reference. However, the buckling height exhibits a weak 
dependency (0.415 Å ~ 0.421Å) upon further increasing of the lattice constant in the 
tensile-strain region.  
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Figure 3.5 Buckling height of the silicene versus induced strain. The left region shows 
the buckling height with different compressive strain. The right region shows the 
buckling height with different tensile strain. 
Dependency of Si-Si bond length on the induced strain is shown in figure 3.6. The 
bond length monotonically increases with the lattice constant. Compared to figure 3.5, 
the tensile-strain tends to form a “flat” structure with a smaller buckling height by 
elongating the Si-Si bond length. The compressive-strain tends to form a structure 
with larger buckling height and at the same time shortens the bond length. 
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Table 1 
Lattice constant (Å) Buckling distance(Å) Bond length(Å) Strain % 
3.566 0.796 2.205 7.76 
3.666 0.7 2.227 5.17 
3.766 0.61 2.258 2.59 
3.866 0.51 2.288 0 
3.966 0.451 2.336 2.59 
4.066 0.415 2.384 5.17 
4.166 0.414 2.437 7.76 
4.266 0.416 2.494 10.3 
4.366 0.421 2.563 12.9 
 
 
 Other groups also did similar work based on biaxially strained silicene. A 0.34 Å 
buckling height was obtained with a 12.5% strain by Liu et al. [51]. Another group 
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also reported that a stable flat silicene was obtained by inducing a 20% strain. [52]. 
However, this disagrees with other groups. There are two groups which also found 
that the buckling height reduced to 0.3 Å with 10% strain and 0.23 Å with 7% 
strain.[53][54]. Our result is a little higher than theirs. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Si-Si bond length on the induced strain. The left region shows the bond 
length with different compressive strain. The right region shows the bond length with 
different tensile strain. 
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Figure 3.7 A – I show band diagrams by giving the lattice constant from 3.566 Å from 
4.366 Å. Fermi energy level is denoted with the red line. The blue lines show the 
energy offset of Dirac point, energy bands L1 and L2 in (A), and L3 in (H) and (I). 
Figures (B)-(F) show features of direct semiconductor materials, while figures (A), 
and (G)-(I) show features of indirect semiconductor materials due to the crossing of 
energy bands L1, L2, and L3 with the Fermi energy level. 
 
ɛF 
ɛF 
ɛF 
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Figure 3.7 shows the band diagrams of silicene by giving different compressive and 
tensile strain. Dirac cone is observed in all the band diagrams. When the lattice 
constant equals to the reference value 3.866 Å, the silicene structure shows the feature 
of a direct semiconductor material with the Dirac cone coincident with the Fermi 
energy level at the K-point. As the induced compressive strain is small (Figs. 3.7 B 
and C), there is no noticeable shift of the Fermi energy level. Further enlarging the 
compressive strain (Fig. 3.7 A), the silicene structure shows the feature of an indirect 
semiconductor material. The energy bands L1 and L2 rise above the Fermi energy 
level and exhibit a maximum at the G-point. Contrary to the compressive strain, a 
tensile strain leads to a lowering of the Fermi energy level (Figs. 3.7 G-I). In Figs. 3.7 
E and F, the silicene structure retains the direct semiconductor feature. However, as 
the tensile strain increases, the energy band L3 at the G-point continuously moves 
down and eventually crosses the Fermi energy level in figures 3.7 G-I, consequently 
forming indirect semiconductor.   
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Figure 3.8 The transmission spectrum of silicene under various in-plane strain. 
Figure 3.8 depicts the transmission properties at given compressive and tensile strains. 
The transmission spectrums are perfectly aligned with the band diagrams shown in 
Fig. 3.7. For figures 3.8 B-F, the minimum transmission efficiency approaches zero at 
the Fermi energy level, coinciding with the absence of a noticeable shift of the Fermi 
energy levels in figures 3.7 B-F. When a compressive strain is induced, the L1 and L2 
bands move up in figures 3.8 A, B and C, leading to an increase of the transmission 
efficiency below the Fermi energy level and to the increase of the holes current. Once 
 
 
ɛF ɛF ɛF 
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the silicene energy band diagram exhibits features of an indirect semiconductor upon 
further increase of the compressive strain, the transmission efficiency at Fermi energy 
level deviates from zero. In figures 3.8 D-I, the induced tensile strain systematically 
increases the transmission efficiency above the Fermi energy level due to the lowering 
of the L3 energy level. Further increase of the tensile strain leads to a non-zero 
transmission efficiency at the Fermi energy level (Figs. 3.8 G-I) which is caused by 
the crossing of the L3 and the Fermi energy levels. Current-voltage (I-V) curves were 
calculated at given compressive (Fig. 3.9) and tensile (Fig. 3.10) strains. When the 
strain is beyond ±5.17%, its impact on I-V curves is significantly enhanced. This is 
because the silicene shows the direct semiconductor feature for strain less than 
±5.17%. The transport property of the silicene structure is mainly determined by the 
energy band diagram in the vicinity of the Dirac cone. However, a larger strain ( > 
±5.17%) leads to the crossing of the L1/L2 or L3 bands and of the Fermi energy level, 
consequently increasing the hole current and the electron current, respectively.   
    Systematic I-V curve calculations are first reported in this work. When larger 
compressive and tensile strains are induced on silicene, the current increases 
dramatically which shows in Fig.3.9 (black curve) and Fig.3.10 (purple curve), 
respectively.  
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Figure 3.9 I-V curves of silicene structure under compressive in-plane strain. 
 
Figure 3.10 I-V curves of silicene structure under tensile in-plane strain.  
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3.3 Biaxial strained Bi-layered silicon film  
            
A (AA parallel) 
            
B (AA non-parallel) 
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C (AB parallel) 
           
D (AB non-parallel) 
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E (AB hybrid) 
Figure 3.11 Bi-layered silicon film. A) Side view, top view and duplicated structures 
of AA-P (from left to right). B) Side view, top view and duplicated structures of 
AA-NP. Side view, top view and duplicated structures of AB-P. D) Side view, top 
view and duplicated structures of AB-NP. E) Side view, top view and duplicated 
structures of AB-hybrid. 
 
3.3.1 Structural optimization of free-standing bi-layered silicon film  
A bi-layer silicon film consists of four silicon atoms which can be relaxed along x-, 
y-, z- axis. The lattice constant of bi-layered silicon films is 3.866 Å which is the 
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same value as it is in silicene. DFT-GGA has been employed to obtain stabilized 
structures. There are five energetically stable structures obtained and, in general, they 
can be divided into two categories: AA and AB as shown in figure 3.11. The stability 
of these structures has been proved by adding a random perturbation, i.e. the silicon 
atoms tend to move to the original positions. The optimizations are based on reaching 
the minimum energy. Comparing the two categories, the total energies of AA 
structures are lower than of AB types. In order to form an AA structure, the initial 
positions of silicon atoms should be close enough to the optimized ones. The coplanar 
type includes coplanar parallel (AA-P, Fig. 3.11 A) and coplanar non-parallel (AA-NP, 
Fig. 3.11 B) structures. The non-coplanar type includes non-coplanar parallel (AB-P, 
Fig. 3.11 C), non-coplanar non-parallel (AB-NP, Fig. 3.11 D), and AB-hybrid (Fig. 
3.11 E) structures. Table 2 shows the coordinates of all five structures, buckling height 
D1 and D2, and vertical distance D3 between the two layers.  
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Table 2 
 Coordinates(Å) A1(Å) A2(Å) A3(Å) A4(Å) D1&D2(Å) D3(Å) 
AA-P  x 0 -0.001 1.933 1.932 0.85 1.888 
y 0 -0.009 -1.113 -1.127 
z 0 2.738 0.850 3.589 
AA-NP x 0 0 1.933 1.933 0.67 2.447 
y 0 -0.007 -1.115 -1.123 
z 0 2.447 -0.670 3.118 
AB-P x 0 -0.001 1.935 1.935 0.708 2.160 
y 0 -0.025 1.117 -1.139 
z 0 2.867 0.708 3.650 
AB-NP x 0 0 1.932 1.932 0.676 2.501 
y 0 -0.010 1.116 -1.126 
z 0 2.501 -0.676 3.177 
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AB-Hybrid x 0 0 1.931 1.930 0.526 1.573 
y 0 -0.008 1.114 -1.125 
z 0 2.611 0.526 2.099 
 
 
Figure 3.12 shows the buckling height given compressive and tensile strain. Buckling 
heights of AA-P and AB-NP are shown in Fig. 3.12 A. The bulking height 
monotonically decreases as the in-plane strain increases from compressive (negative 
in-plane strain) to tensile (positive strain). In addition, it turns out that the buckling 
height approaches zero when the tensile strain is above 7% for AB-NP and 5% for 
AB-P. Figure 3.12 B shows the buckling heights of AB-P, AB-NP, and AB-Hybrid. 
Similar to the coplanar structure, the bulking height monotonically decreases as the 
in-plane strain increases from compressive to tensile. However, instead of 
approaching zero for coplanar structure, the non-coplanar structures tend to saturate at 
0.38 Å for the AB-P and the AB-Hybrid, and at 0.65 Å for AB-NP once the tensile 
strain is above 5%. As the band gap was only observed in coplanar structures, the 
following calculations are focused on the AA-P and AA-NP structures. 
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Figure 3.12 A) Buckling height of AA-P and AA-NP with induced strain. B) Buckling 
height of AB-P, AB-NP, AND AB-Hybrid with induced strain. 
 
A 
B 
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3.3.2  Energy band diagram of free-standing bi-layered silicon film  
Energy band diagrams of AA-P and AB-NP are shown in figures 3.13 (AA-P) and 
3.14 (AA-NP) by systematically varying the in-plane strain from compressive to 
tensile. In figure 3.13, a dramatic change can be seen in the AA-P’s energy band 
diagram as tensile strain is applied to the bi-layered silicon film from the free standing 
and compressive strain cases. More interestingly, a sudden change of the buckling 
height shown in figure 3.12A occurs in the tensile strain region and the buckling 
height approaches zero upon further increase of the in-plane strain. Such coincidence 
indicates that the buckling has a significant impact on the energy band diagram in the 
bi-layered silicon film. A similar effect has been obtained for the AA-NP structure in 
figure 3.14. A rapid change in the  energy band diagram is observed when the tensile 
strain is above 5%, at which point the buckling height also shows a big drop (Fig. 
3.12A). In figure 3.11, the difference between the AA-P and AA-NP structures 
appears along the c-axis and the projected in-plane positions of the silicon atoms are 
the same. Thus, once the buckling height equals to zero, both the AA-P and AA-NP 
structures become identical. This is further verified by the identical energy band 
diagrams of the AA-P and AA-NP structures when the in-plane tensile strains are 7% 
(Fig. 3.13 G and Fig. 3.14 G), 10% (Fig. 3.13 H and Fig. 3.14 H), and 12.9% (Fig. 
3.13 I and Fig. 3.14 I). The energy band diagrams of those flat bi-layered silicon 
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structures (i.e. zero buckling height) show indirect semiconductor features. The 
bi-layered silicon film is electrically conductive when the in-plane strain is less than 
10% and becomes an indirect semiconductor as the strain reaches above 12.9%. An 
energy band gap up to 0.11 eV was observed in figs. 3.13 (I) and 3.14 (I).  
 
Figure 3.13 A – I shows band diagrams of AA-P by giving the lattice constant from 
3.566 Å from 4.366 Å. Fermi energy level is denoted with the red line. The blue lines 
show the energy offset of Dirac point, energy bands L1 and L2 in (I). 
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Figure 3.14 A – I shows band diagrams of AA-NP by giving the lattice constant from 
3.566 Å from 4.366 Å. Fermi energy level is denoted with the red line. The blue lines 
show the energy offset of Dirac point, energy bands L1 and L2 in (I). 
Figure 3.15 shows the band diagrams with band gap when enlarging the in-plane 
strain from 10.7% up to 15.4%. The opened energy band gap versus in-plane strain is 
 
ɛF 
ɛF 
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0% strain 
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shown in Fig. 3.16. For strain in the range between 10.7% (Fig. 3.15 A) and 13.8% 
(Fig. 3.15 G), the energy band gap opening is almost linearly dependent on the 
in-plane strain. The energy band gap is given by the energy difference between the L1 
and L2 energy bands. The energy band gap reaches a maximum of 0.168 eV when the 
strain equals to 14.3% (Fig. 3.15 H), and drops to zero upon further increases of the 
strain (Figs. 3.15 I to L). The decrease of the energy band gap in figures 3.15 H-L is 
caused by the lowering of the energy band L3 below the band L1, thus the energy band 
gap is counted from L3 instead of L1 to L2. The energy band gap becomes zero in Fig. 
3.15 L due to the crossing of the L3 energy band and Fermi energy level.  
 
ɛF 
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Figure 3.15 A – L shows band diagrams of AA-P and AA-NP by giving the lattice 
constant from 4.28 Å from 4.50 Å. Fermi energy level is denoted with the red line. 
The blue lines show the energy offset of Dirac point. The band gap can be observed 
from Fig.B to Fig.K 
ɛF 
ɛF 
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Figure 3.16 Band gap opening of AA-P and AA-NP for different tensile strain. 
 
3.3.3 Transport properties of free-standing bi-layered silicon film 
Figure 3.17 shows the transmission spectrum at the corresponding given tensile 
strains in figures 3.15 and 3.16. The band gap opening can be observed from figures 
3.17 B–I, manifested by the zero transmission efficiency close to the Fermi energy 
level. This is in perfect agreement with figures 3.15 and 3.16. The current – voltage 
(I-V) curve and the differential I-V curve are calculated when the energy band gap 
reaches its maximum and are shown in Figure 3.18. Obviously due to the existence of 
the energy band gap, the I-V curve in figure 3.18 (A) exhibits a plateau of zero current 
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intensity in the vicinity of zero applied voltage. In addition, the energy band gap also 
leads to a peak in the differential I-V curve (Fig. 3.18 (B)).    
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Figure 3.17 Transmission spectrum of bi-layered silicon film with tensile strain. 
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Figure 3.18 A) I-V curve of bi-layered silicon film with maximum bang gap opening. 
B) Differential I-V of bi-layered silicon film with maximum bang gap opening. 
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Chapter 4 Selection of substrate and the analysis of 
experimental results 
 
Utilizing proper substrates is a common and relatively convenient way to induce 
strain on graphene or graphene like materials. Silver has been investigated 
systematically as the substrate for silicene based on the ab initio density functional 
theory. Silicene can be grown on a silver substrate according to several groups, which 
means growing silicene on Ag substrate can exhibit many different structural phases 
[55]. A band gap in the range 0.1-0.4eV was obtained from the three of five systems 
due to the strong interaction between silicene atoms and silver atoms. However, 
although the value of band gap is attractive, the Ag substrate still cannot be applied on 
DFTs due to the metallicity of Ag. Ag is not the only substrate that people tried. More 
recently, ZrB2 substrate and Ir substrate have also been reported. For instance, silicene 
was deposited on Ir(111) surface and annealed the sample to 670k. [15]. The paper 
showed that the silicon ad-layer presents a LEED pattern. Also the honeycomb feature  
of the system is obtained from STM. However, the gapless problem is still waiting to 
be solved. Recent reports proposed that the heterostructure formed by silicene and 
CaF2 shows a very strong p-type self-doping feather [55]. A small band gap was 
obtained between π and π*cones when the CaF2 was induced to silicene in [111] 
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direction. Also, GaS was demonstrated to be a proper substrate which can form 
heterosheets with silicene [56]. In their work, a sizable band gap is opened at the 
Dirac point because of the interlayer charge redistribution. However, GaS substrate 
can only be obtained by mechanically exfoliation, preventing its application for 
silicon based mainstream semiconductor industry. Since then, researchers have been 
trying to investigate other semiconductor substrates, especially focusing on Group 
II-VI and Group III-V, e.g. AlAs (111), AlP (111), GaAs (111), GaP (111), ZnS (111), 
and ZnSe (111) [57]. That paper demonstrates that the properties and stability of the 
silicene overlayer really depends on whether the interacting top layer of the substrate 
shows the metallic or nonmetallic property. 
4.1 Selection of substrates 
Based on the calculations in chapter 3, a band gap opening has been observed in 
bi-layered silicon film showing hexagonal symmetry and zero buckling height. To 
experimentally synthesize such a structure, the substrates on which the bi-layered 
silicon film is grown on must be properly selected regarding the structural symmetry 
and lattice constant. The former assures the desired symmetry of the bi-layered silicon 
film, the latter induces strain/stress to the bi-layered silicon film to flatten the buckled 
structure. 
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As the bi-layered silicon film possesses hexagonal symmetry, naturally the substrate 
should have the similar structural symmetry. Many semiconductor materials are based 
in a close-packing of a single kind of atom, or a close-packing of large ions with 
smaller ions filling the spaces between them. The two most common structures are 
zinc-blend (ZB, Figure.4.1 A) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP, Figure.4.1 B). In 
this work, all the simulations are focused on HCP substrates. Depending on the 
stacking order, HCP could have various structures such as 2H (Fig. 4.2 (a)), 4H (Fig. 
4.2 (b)) and 6H (Fig. 4.2 (b)). To simplify the computation, the 2H structure is chosen 
in the simulations, which is also called Wurtzite structure. The stacking sequence of 
Wurtzite structure is ABABABA. In our simulations, four atomic layers have been 
constructed with the bottom atomic layer fixed. 
 
Figure 4.1 A) close-pack structure of hexagonal. B) close-pack structure of Zinc 
blende.  
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A 
 
                      B                                   C 
Figure 4.2 A) Atomic structure of 2H. B) Atomic structure of 4H. C) Atomic structure 
of 6H. 
The other critical feature needed to obtain a band gap opening in the calculations in 
chapter 3 is to induce an in-plane strain to eliminate the buckling height of the 
bi-layered silicon film. In order to induce an in-plane strain, the lattice constant was 
changed as we did for silicene. For free standing bi-layered silicon films, the buckling 
height monotonically decreases as the in-plane strain becomes larger and eventually 
approaches zero. The energy band gap starts to open as the applied in-plane strain 
reaches above 10.7% and below 15.4% (Fig.3.15). A large variety of substrates (listed 
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in table 3) having the Wurtzite structure have been examined. Due to the different 
lattice constants, the in-plane strain can be varied from -33.9% ~ 18.6% as shown  in 
Figure 4.3, which covers the entire range of the in-plane strain required to generate 
the energy band gap for free standing bi-layered silicon film.  
It is well known that the cubic phase is the most popular form for semiconductor 
materials. Systematic studies have been experimentally performed and reported in 
[58], showing that conversion of bulk structures from ZB to WZ is feasible. For 
example, in order to produce GaAs Wurtzite structure, the ZB structure is first 
transferred to an orthorhombic structure under 24 GPa hydrostatic pressures, and then 
transformed to a SC16 structure by heat treatment under pressure ~14 GPa. Finally, 
the WZ phase can be formed by further heat treatments [59].  
WZ models of a variety of listed semiconductor materials in Table 3 have been 
established in ATK. As an example, figure 4.4 shows the atomic WZ structure of an 
InAs substrate with the lattice constant of 4.284 Å and the bond length of 2.614 Å. 
The WZ structure consists of four atomic layers and is optimized by allowing free 
relaxation of all four atoms along x-, y-, and z- axis. The atomic structures have been 
optimized using both the local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA), and the results obtained from both approximations 
have a little difference due to different approximations. All the following calculations 
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are performed based on GGA result due to the more accurate approximation. In the 
calculations, periodic boundary condition was chosen to allow self-consistent solving 
of the Poisson equation using the fast Fourier transform solver. The other parameters 
in the calculations are chosen to be the same as in Chapter 3. The energy band 
diagram of the InAs WZ structure is shown in Fig. 4.5. The InAs WZ is a direct band 
gap material with an energy band gap of 0.69 eV. 
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Figure 4.3 Strain provided to bi-layered silicon film from WZ substrates. 
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Figure 4.4 WZ atomic structure side view, top view, and duplicated 3by3 (from left to 
right). 
 
Figure 4.5 Band diagram of WZ InAs. 
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Table 3 
 Lattice constant（Å） Bond length（Å） In-plane strain （%） 
AlAs 3.974 2.434 2.79 
AlSb 4.339 2.656 12.23 
BN 2.557 1.565 -33.86 
BP 3.209 1.965 16.99 
CdS 4.115 2.519 6.44 
CdSe 4.279 2.620 10.68 
CdTe 4.583 2.806 18.55 
GaAs 3.998 2.448 3.41 
GaN 3.18 1.989 17.74 
GaP 3.855 2.360 0.28 
GaSb 4.327 2.649 11.92 
Ge 4.001 2.450 3.49 
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InAs 4.284 2.614 10.42 
InP 4.150 2.541 7.35 
InSb 4.581 2.805 18.49 
SiC 3.705 1.883 4.16 
ZnO 3.274 2.005 15.31 
ZnS 3.826 2.342 1.03 
 
4.2 Structural optimization of bi-layered silicon film 
A variety of WZ structures with various lattice constants were used as substrates to 
induce either tensile or compress strains to the silicon layer. In general, at least four 
atomic layers are required to adapt the strain relaxation in the substrate. During the 
structural optimization, the bottom atomic layer is fixed to stand for multiple solid 
layers substrate while the other three atomic layers are allowed to relax along x-, y-, 
and z-axis. The top- and side- views of a WZ substrate is shown in figure 4.6.   
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Figure 4.6 The combination of InAs substrate and bi-layered silicon film (side 
view-left, top view-right). 
 
From the calculations in chapter 3, each layer consists of two silicon atoms. To form a 
bi-layer structure, four silicon atoms have been used with the initial positions shown 
in figure 4.7. The vertical height between the first silicon layer and the substrate is 2.8 
Å, and the distance between the two silicon layers is 2.37 Å. Within each silicon layer, 
the two silicon atoms are set to flat, i.e. the same height along the c-axis. The lattice 
constant along the c-axis is set to 40 Å to avoid inter-layer interaction. In the 
calculations, periodic boundary condition was chosen to allow self-consistent solving 
of the Poisson equation using the fast Fourier transform solver. The atomic structures 
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have been optimized using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). After 
structure’s optimization, a perturbation was applied to further verify the stability of 
the structure.  
        
        
Figure 4.7 Initial position of four silicon atoms. 
Structural optimization of the bi-layered silicon has gone through the entire list of the 
materials shown in figure 4.3. The silicon layer on all these substrates exhibits 
hexagonal symmetry. Depending on the induced strain/stress by the substrates, the 
P1 
P1 
P2 
P2 
2.37 Å 
2.8 Å 
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height of the buckling varies for different substrates, as shown in figure 4.8. The 
general trend is similar as the free standing bi-layered silicon film discussed in 
chapter 3: above a critical value of tensile strain ~7%, the buckling height is saturate.  
 
Figure 4.8 Buckling height of bi-layered silicon film for different substrates. 
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As discussed in chapter 3, inducing 10~15% tensile strain to two dimensional 
bi-layered silicon will lead to energy band gap opening. Shown in figure 4.3, four 
materials InAs, GaSb, AlSb, and CdSe are able to produce tensile in-plane strain to 
the atop silicon layer. Figure 4.9 shows the optimized structure of the bi-layered 
silicon film on InAs substrate as an example and Figure 4.10 shows the optimized 
substrate of InAs, which is a little bit higher than original one along z axis. 
      
Figure 4.9 Optimized bi-layered silicon film with InAs substrate (side view and top 
view). 
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Figure 4.10 InAs substrate after optimization (side view and top view). 
 
4.3 Strain-induced energy band gap opening and the transport 
property of the bi-layered silicon film 
To open the energy band gap in the bi-layered silicon film, tensile strain in the range 
between 10% and 15% needs to be induced. Considering the free standing lattice 
constant of silicon is 3.866 Å, the lattice constant of the substrate must be in 4.252 Å 
~4.446 Å in order to satisfy the requirements of strain. By searching the most popular 
semiconductor materials, four materials InAs, GaSb, AlSb, and CdSe have been found 
with proper lattice constants.  
In the model, the substrate is considered as an eight layer stack with the bottom layer 
fixed. Such structure does not have the periodicity along the c-axis due to the external 
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20 Å vacuum to avoid the interlayer coupling effect. Thus, after structural 
optimization, the substrate has been removed to obtain solely the energy band 
diagram of the bi-layered silicon. The energy band diagrams of the optimized 
bi-layered silicon structure on InAs, GaSb, AlSb, and CdSe are shown in figures 4.11. 
As strain above 10.68% (the lowest in the four materials), the noticeable band gap can 
be observed. 
  
 
Figure 4.11 Band diagrams of CdSe, InAs, GaSb and AlSb. 
 
ɛF 
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To further increase the strain on InAs, GaSb, and AlSb, the energy band gaps are 
opened wider. In addition, the energy band diagram shows the indirect semiconductor 
feature. Once the strain reaches 18.49% (InSb), the L3 band moves up and eventually 
crosses the Fermi energy level. As a result, the energy band gap disappears. On the 
other hand, below 3.41% (GaAs), the strain is insufficient to open the energy band 
gap. Figure 4.12 shows the band gap opening versus substrates with various lattice 
constants. The results are in a very good agreement with those obtained from free 
standing bi-layered silicon structure in chapter 3. Transmission efficiency and the I-V 
curves of the optimized bi-layered silicon structures are shown in figures 4.13 and 
4.14, which coincide with the energy band diagrams.  
 The band diagrams were calculated based on bi-layer silicon films after removing 
those substrates since it is very difficult to analysis the entire system. In the figure 
4.12, the band gap of bi-layered silicon film obtained based on the four substrates are 
a little higher than those in the free-standing structures. The reason for that because in 
the structural optimization, the interaction potential is calculated while including the 
effect of substrates. When calculating the band diagrams, we use the same original 
potential, which therefore still contains the influence of substrate on electronic 
properties and is different from the free standing potential.  
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Figure 4.12 Band gap opening with different substrates. 
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Figure 4.13 Transmission spectrum of CdSe(A), InAs(B), GaSb(C), and AlSb(D). 
Fig.D shows the largest band gap due to the largest lattice constant. 
ɛF ɛF 
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Figure 4.14 I-V curve of CdSe(A), InAs(B), GaSb(C), and AlSb(D). 
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Chapter 5 Summary and future work 
 
Summary 
In this work, the atomic structures of both silicene and bi-layered silicon film were 
investigated. The transmission properties were also performed on both structures by 
adding compressive and tensile strain. The CNP and CP structures showed the 
semiconductor properties when the tensile strain is above 10%. After that, numerous 
substrates of semiconductors, which have WZ structure, were tested to provide the 
tensile strain. Finally, CdSe, InAs, GaSb, and AlSb were able to provide enough strain 
and generate a band gap opening based on bi-layered silicon film. The maximum band 
gap can be obtained from AlSb substrate is 0.144 eV.  
Future work 
As the band gap was observed from bi-layered silicon film by using WZ substrates, 
further work will be still focusing on the selection of substrates. Although some 
semiconductor materials can provide enough tensile strain, the manufacturing process 
of WZ structure is still very complicated. As the feature of bi-layer silicon was 
developed, any substrate that can provide 10% tensile strain in the [111] direction will 
be valid to generate band gap opening. On the other hand, based on my calculation, 
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when inducing compressive strain on silicene, the conductivity will increase 
dramatically; this can be very good sensor materials. Due to the promising properties 
of silicene and its ramifications, future work will be not focusing on electronics, but 
thermal and optical applications.  
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